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We are a fitness centre, not a sickbay. It is for high performing people who want to grow
themselves both personally and professionally, so they can grow their organisation or business.
Our job is to take you unawares. How else do you know what you don’t know? We don’t sell
knowledge; we help you become more aware – of yourself, your business, your industry, your
assumptions, possibilities and new ways of thinking.
Our website outlines what we do, how the process works, why we do it and the results.
www.collectiveintelligence.co.nz - this includes what current members are saying about
their experiences in the “Impact” section of the website.
We design teams of smart, innovative, diverse and successful people. They challenge your
viewpoint, push your buttons and question your beliefs.
Like any team you have to make a Collective Intelligence team and like any team, you have to
keep performing. The good thing is – so does everyone else.

Investment
Once you have been accepted into a team, you will be invoiced the Joining Fee of $350 + GST.
You will also be invoiced for the annual membership. The investment is $3,800 + GST per annum.
This can either be paid annually or in monthly increments.
You may be eligible for NZTE funding - contact us for further information.

Time Commitment
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Each team meets three times a year with two host meetings and one team focus meeting.
The facilitator, in consultation with the team, organises a date in advance that works for everyone.
There are several hours preparation time needed when the member is the host business.
Collective Intelligence organises the meals and meeting venue. Members are responsible for
their own transport, accommodation and meal costs.
The members organise their own transport to and from the meetings.

Confidentiality
Collective Intelligence designs safe environments for you and your team to develop.
It is OK to share names of members and their industries and your own personal insights gained from
being a member. We make sure members are put in teams where there are no conflicts of interest,
both professionally and personally, so everyone can speak freely and honestly.

Who else is in the team?
Successful business people, managers and professionals from totally diverse industries. Getting the
team dynamics right is crucial. Having the right mix of introverts and extroverts, commercial and
creative, rural, provincial and urban, male and female, experienced and young thinking is vital. The
outcome of this can surprise everyone.

Outcomes
A cross pollination of ideas, experience and inventive thinking
Blind spots are highlighted
Industry assumptions and personal beliefs are challenged
Ideas and ‘best practice’ are tested
Achievements are celebrated
Accountability

